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An employee survey

built to do more!

2020

There’s still time to sharpen your focus to 20/20 with

INSIGHTS that drive ACTION!
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Who we are
Our mission is to be the strategic partner that delivers and transfers the
expertise needed to transform the business systemically. Simply put, we
increase the success rate of initiatives, add value to teams, and improve
performance.

Alonos® is about lifting and transforming the
business together, at every level.
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Organizational Insights CheckTM

Employee surveys often indicate how employees feel, but most only offer
limited glimpses of information or incomplete pictures of the company
landscape.
TM

The Organizational Insights Check is an intelligent employee survey
built to do more, with FOUR profiles in a single diagnostic tool:
•
•
•
•

Employee Engagement
Organizational Culture
Company Values
Performance Capabilities
®

Alonos
Lifting and transforming the business together, at every level.
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Organizational Insights CheckTM
Organizational Insights CheckTM
INSIGHTS

that drive

ACTION

Performance Capabilities
7 Disciplines

32 Sub-Disciplines

Organization Decisioning

Incentives

People

Process

Systems

Tools

Organizational Culture
5 Dimensions

Social

31 Sub-Dimensions

Performance Leadership Decisioning

Organizational

Employee Engagement

Branded with your
company logo & colors

4 Dimensions
26 Enablers

Multiple languages available
You define your demographic filters

Index

Measures

2 Dimensions

Auto-generated companion slides
saves you and your team countless hours

23 Themes

Enablers

Flight Risk

Company Values
Core Values

Strength Index

You control and own your results

An employee survey built to do more!

The Organizational Insights CheckTM enables you to drive strategy,
improve the planning process, and build a culture of success with
thorough, useful data. And, unlike many others, this employee survey is
specifically defined to your demographic filters. You control and own
your results. Better yet, the auto-generated companion slides will save
you and your team countless hours working on presentations!
Don’t just capture emotions & feelings,

Get 20/20 in 2020 with INSIGHTS that drive ACTION.
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Customers
Some of our customers include:

As seen on...
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Contact us TODAY!

Contact us today for a free consultation about how the
Organizational Insights CheckTM
can help you.

Web
www.alonos.com

Email
information@alonos.com
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